
Continuously Monitor
Environments where

Critical Materials are Stored
or Processed —

Anywhere in the World

CIMScan GMP
®

A Web-Based Solution



Designed for Pharmaceutical Manufacturers

Uses Existing
Infrastructure

Completely
Web-Based

Meets Regulatory
Requirements

Easily Validated

Enterprise-Wide

Requires Minimum
IT Involvement

... All of this from an ISO 9001/2008 certified company that has been manufacturing

GMP compliant monitoring systems since 1996.

CIMScan contains the necessary monitoring facilities to help you meet all the require-

ments contained in FDA 21 CFR Part 11 and ISO 14644. In addition, a variety of standard

reports quickly give auditors what they need.

CIMScan uses your existing IT infrastructure to host the system as well as tie the remote

data acquisition units to the server.

No measurement data is ever lost due to

network interruptions because of the CIMScan’s fault tolerant design.

This significantly reduces the installation cost and

minimizes the disruption to current operations.

A simple web browser is all that you need to interface with a CIMScan system for both

general use and maintenance. Gone are the days when you have to download and install

a special user interface application.

No other supplier of monitoring systems even comes close to providing the inexpensive

but solid validation methodology available with CIMScan. Even complex systems can be

easily and completely validated in days, not weeks.

Monitor a cleanroom in New Jersey, a laboratory in the UK, and an organization doing

clinical trials in South Carolina, all with the same system. You can even monitor the

energy consumption throughout your enterprise. Access is easily restricted to individu-

als on a “need to know” basis.

CIMScan has been expressly designed to minimize the IT support burden. This is

accomplished by having IT do what it does every day. Support the IT infrastructure and

we’ll support the CIMScan application.



Continuously Monitor Critical Environments

Temperature

Relative Humidity

Particle Counts

Differential Pressure

Air Flow

HEPA Filter Condition

Door Open/Ajar Time

Ultra-Pure Water Systems

Process Instruments

Inexpensive components are available that will allow you to continuously monitor the

temperature in refrigerators and freezers where your pharmaceuticals are stored during

clinical trials. These units provide local alarm detection, as well as continuously report

current conditions via the Internet.

Continuously monitor the total environment in cleanrooms where pharmaceutical or

medical devices are manufactured. Alert key personnel to impending problems early  so

corrections can be made before expensive product has to be scrapped.

Monitor and record the environment in refrigerators, freezers, incubators, ovens, and

stability chambers. This includes cryogenic freezers down to    -200°C and their  LN2

levels. The outputs from analytical instruments can also be monitored by the system.

Product packaging and non-critical manufacturing operations are often out-sourced to

third parties. Just as with clinical trials, CIMScan allows you to require or supply inex-

pensive devices to provide you with continuous information about environment in the

production and storage areas.

Continuously monitor the environment in your warehouses and contract distribution

facilities. CIMScan also supports the use of inexpensive data loggers to record the

temperature of sensitive pharmaceuticals during transportation. The measurement data

can be easily uploaded at the destination site using an inexpensive reader and linked to

the cellular telephone network.

Cleanrooms

Laboratories

Clinical Trials

3rd Party
Manufacturers

Product Storage
Distribution

Transportation



Straightforward User Interface

Flexible Reporting

Charts can be easily
zoomed and panned

Chart extents are
automatically
determined

The Alarm List shows all monitoring points that need your attention Click here to Acknowledge
Alarms and provide
Assignable Causes

Measurements
displayed in

real time

Report Date

Batch Number
and Run Information

Alarm Limit

Bar Shows Max & Min
Detected

Average of All
Measurements
being Reported

Statistics for each
Monitoring Point

Alarm Limit Changes
Reported Here

Alarm Conditions
that were detected
during the batch

User Generated Notes
recorded during the

batch



World-Class Capabilities That You Expect

Completely web-based and accessible from anywhere

Can handle thousands of monitoring points & hundreds of users

Remote monitoring wherever a LAN/Internet connection exists

Built around a secure SQL Database

Organized by Departments containing Groups of monitoring points

Time recorded in GMT and automatically displayed in local time

Alerts delivered via email, text message, pager and voice telephone

Access under strict ID/password control

Minimum Password Complexity can be defined

User Activities limited by Configurable Roles

User Maintenance handled by supervisor level Group Administrators

Passwords can be set to Automatically Expire

All System Settings Changes recorded in an Audit Trail

Warning and Action Limits for alarm detection

Alarm List contains Alerts for monitoring points that the user has access to

Alerts Acknowledged with an Assignable Cause or Corrective Action

User-Generated Notes are linked to one or more monitoring points

Interactive Trend Charts and Data Analysis Tools are included

Graphic Displays include Alarm Indicators, Value Displays & Charts

Accurate Hourly Statistics generated for every monitoring point

Unlimited User-Configurable Reports

Language Localization available in late 2012

Supports “Express” Validation to minimize the installed cost

Pricing model by number of monitoring points, not number of users

We have been monitoring critical applications for over sixteen years. During that time we’ve learned a lot about what our
customers want an need. Our latest web-based monitoring system architecture was almost entirely created on this body
of knowledge. The list below show of the more important features and innovations we have incorporated into our system.



Complete Solutions for Manufacturing or Lab

eLink

Temp Probes
Analog & Digital I/O

Temp/RH

Air
Velocity

Differential
Pressure

To 3rd Party
Instruments

Alarm
Horns &

Indicators

Particle
Counters

CT Series
Sensors

LAN

Up to 16 Devices
on a common

RS-485 Network

Each Interface
can support up to

8 CT Sensors

Power
Supply

8

Also monitor CO2, O2, pH,
Flow, Mass, Power, Cycles

and much more with
third party instrumentation

Room Temp/RH

Cryogenic Temp.

Oven Temp.

Incubator Temp/RH

Refrig/Freezer
Temp. (dual)

LN2 Level

Door Open/Ajar

Current/Voltage

Battery
Powered
Wireless
Sensors

Up to 16 Sensors
on a common

CAT-3 Network

POE
WiFi
LAN

WAN

0-5-10V
4-20 ma

Monitoring
Station

Two classes of remote monitoring components are available. One is for a lab environment and the other are “Industrial

Strength” devices that are used for manufacturing monitoring. Both use the same  innovative sensor technology you’ve come to

expect from CIMTechniques.



Our Pragmatic Approach to Validation

Unparalleled Support

SRS

IQ

OQ

PQ

An all-encompassing generic System Requirements Specification (SRS) is provided as a MS Word document that

has been specifically structured to provide the foundation for the IQ, OQ, and PQ protocols. The prospective user

simply fills in the blanks and makes various selections or adds to tables.

The Installation Qualification Protocol (IQ) is a template that is expanded based on the component tables contained

in the SRS. Also included are sections where the user verifies the availability of pertinent Standard Operating

Procedures. A major part of the IQ is devoted to verifying that the system is configured to match the requirements

in the SRS. Again, there is a 1:1 mapping of the requirements to the IQ which eliminates the need for a traceability

matrix.

The Operational Qualification Protocol (OQ) is supplied as a completely executed and fully documented package

that covers the entire CIMScan server software product. The tests exhaustively verify every facet of the operation of

the system. You can choose to use the OQ as is or an unexecuted version can be supplied for you or a third party

validation contractor. Again, the OQ protocol matches the requirements stated in the SRS.

The Performance Qualification Protocol (PQ) is used to verify the critical operations for your specific application.

These include sensor accuracy, data recording, data display, alarm detection, and alert delivery.

It typically takes less than a week to prepare the validation documents for a medium sized lab or cleanroom monitoring

application. Once the documents are available and have been approved, the installation can start. The IQ is normally executed

during the installation process and should only take a half day to fill in. Once the system is operational, the PQ for a system

with 30 points can be easily executed and documented in less than two days.

Any formal validation process begins with 1) a requirements specification followed by tests to verify that 2) the components

were installed and configured correctly, 3) that they function properly, and 4) that they meet the applications specific needs.

The available CIMScan validation template package contains a precise framework to allow each of these documents to be easily

and accurately created.

Our approach to support is straightforward and effective. You take care of the server computer and communications infrastruc-

ture and we’ll take care of the CIMScan application. In other words, your IT Department simply does what it routinely does

every day. You will need to provide us with a maintenance contact to help us resolve remote device hardware issues if they

arise. You will also need to identify certain supervisory personnel to act as Group Administrators to manage the user accounts

and provide low-level help operating the system.

Make Software Updates Available

Provide Telephone and Email Technical Support

Perform a Monthly Review of your system’s operation

Respond to Problems that are detected by the system

Provide Priority Response to On-Site Service Requests

We will make software updates and maintenance releases (patches) available, and we

will install them based on your direction.

We will provide in-depth technical support as necessary to a single point of contact.

We will log on and check the operation of your system every month.

We will respond to CIMScan’s automatic system level alert emails as they are received.

We will respond to emergency support requests within 24 hours.
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